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1. REVIEW AND APPROVAL CF THE FROGRAI AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1967: 
Item 2.2 of the Agenda (Resolution EB37.R20; Official Records Nos. 

146 and 149; Document A19 /P&B /13) 

Examination of the Main Features of the Programme: Item 2.2.1 of the Agenda 

Recommendation of the Budgetary Cеiling: Item 2.2.2 of the Agenda 

The CHAIRMAN invited the representative of the Executive Board to introduce 

the Board's comments on the proposed programme and budget estimates submitted by 

the Director-General, as contained in Official Records No. 146 . 

Dr EVANG, representative of the Executive Board, said that in accordance with 

resolution WHA7.37 and with established practice, the Standing Committee on 

Administration and Finance of the Board had made a detailed examination of the 

Director -General's proposed programme and budget estimates for 1967 and considered 

matters of major importance, as required under resolution WIА5.62; studied the 

implications for governments of the Director -General's proposed budget level; 

examined the proposed Appropriation Resolution for the financial year 1967; 

considered the status of contributions and of advances to the working Capital Fund; 

and reviewed the comparative scales of assessment for the years 1965, 1966 and 1967, 

the estimated availability of casual income, and the financial participation of 

governments in WHO- assisted projects in their own countries. 

The report of the Standing Committee had been submitted to the Board, which had 

carried out its own review in the light of the Standing Committee's observations. 

The report of the Board, contained in Official Records No. 149, was divided into 

four chapters. 
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. Chapter I contained background information on the Organization's general 

programme of work, its structure, the sources from which its activities, were 

financed, the budgetary - processes and practices which governed the preparatзΡ.on of 

the annual programme and budget estimates, and the composition of the regular budget. 

Chapter II explained the classification and computation of the estimates. 

The Board, in the light of its review of the principles. and procedures followed in 

the clas^:ticaaion and computation of the estimates, had endorsed the view of the 

Standing Committee that they were sound. 

Chapter III described the detailed examination and analysis of the estimates 

by the Standing Committee and the Board. It was to be noted that the estimates 

as presented in Official Records No. 146 did not take into account the budgetary 

implications in 1966 and 1967 of the adjustments in salaries and allowances of 

professional and regraded categories of staff which had become effective as from 

1 January 1966. Considering that the increased costs involved did not change the 

prcrmrie proposals made by the Director -General in Official Records No. 146, the 

Standing Committee and the Board had decided to review the item separately. It was 

dealt with in Part 1 of Chapter IV. 

11 Chapter III, Part 1, set forth the general observations of the Standing 

Committee and the Board. ..aa -the level of the effective working budget proposed for 

1967 and the rain items accounting for the increase over the level for 1966. 

Part 2 of Chapter III described the detailed analysis of the budget estimates 

by the Standing Committee and the Board, and contained the Board's conclusions. 

It would be noted that the Board had endorsed the view of the Standing Committee 

that the estimates under each of the appropriation sections were satisfactory. 

The conclusions of the Board regarding the Operating Programme were set forth in 
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paragraphs 153, 156, 195 and 337. He also drew attention to paragraphs 333 -336, 

containing the Board's review of the form of presentation of the programme and 

budget estimates, and to the Board's resolution EB37.R29 on the subject. 

Part 3 of Chapter III described the review of the programmes and estimates 

of expenditure under the Voluntary Fund for Health Promotion, as a result of which 

the Board had adopted two resolutions: in resolution ЕВ37.R16 it recommended that 

the Nineteenth World Health Assembly should, inter alia, decide that "the 

participation of the Organization in the smallpox eradication programme should be 

financed from the regular budget of the Organization "; in resolution EB37.R19 

(Voluntary Fund for Health Promotion) it expressed the opinion that "in order to 

ensure the orderly implementation of the smallpox eradication programme envisaged 

in resolution WHA18.38 of the Eighteenth World Health Assembly, provision should 

be included in the regular budget, beginning in 1967, for the financing of that 

programme ". Accordingly, the Board recommended the adoption of a resolution 

in which the Health Assembly: 

"1. EXPRESSES the hope that more contributions will be made to the 

Voluntary Fund for Health Promotion; 

2. INVITES the Director -General to take such further action as would 

contribute to the effective implementation of the programmes 

planned to be financed from the Voluntary Fund for Health Promotion." 

Chapter IV referred to the various matters of major importance considered by 

the Board. It consisted of four parts, of which Part 1 dealt with the budgetary 

implications of the increased salary scales and allowances for professional and 
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ungraded categories of staff, and of travel standards. The Board was satisfied 

that the effective working budget for 1967 would have to be increased by 

y 1 958 000 to cover the adjustments which became effective as from 1 January 1966. 

Part 2 of Chapter IV referred to the questions considered by the Board in 

accordance with resolution W1Á5.62. The Board was satisfied that the estimates 

were adequate to enable WIC to carry out its constitutional functions, and that the 

proposed programme for 1967 followed the general programme of work for 1967 -71. 

It agreed that the programme envisaged could be carried out during the budget year, 

with the reservation that the smallpox eradication programme could be implemented 

only if provision therefor was included in the regular budget, as recommended by 

the Board, if the countries concerned were prepared to participate actively in that 

programme, and if the necessary bilateral assistance continued to be forthcoming. 

In considering the broad financial implications of the budget estimates the Board 

had studied the amount of casual income that would be available, the scale of 

assessment, the status of collection of annual contributions and of advances 

to the Working Capital•Fund, financial participation by governments in the 

implementation of WнО- assisted. projects in their own countries, and various other 

points. 

Part 3 of Chapter IV contained the recommendations of the Board concerning 

the text of the proposed Appropriation Resolution for 1967. In it, the separate 

appropriation sections for "Other Statutory Staff Costs would be omitted, and those 

costs would be included in the sections for Programme Activities, Regional Offices 
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and AгЭministrative Services, reflecting more clearly the total costs of the 

activities provided for under those sections. There would also be a new 

appropriation section (Appropriation Section 9: Revolving Fund for Teaching and 

Laboratory Equipment) pursuant to a recommendation by the Director -General, endorsed 

by the Executive Board in resolution EB37.R15, that an amount of 100 000 be 

provided in the estimates for 1967 as an initial credit to that revolving fund. 

Fart 4 of Chapter IV contained the recommendation of the Board on the level 

of the effective working budget for 1967. As could be seen in resolution 

Е337.R20, the Board had decided to recommend to the Nineteenth World Health 

Assembly that it approve an effective working budget of ј 51 615 000. That amount 

would meet the estimated costs of the programme proposals submitted by the 

Director -General (taking into account the increased salary scales and allowances 

for professional and ungraded categories of staff) and also the first -year costs 

of the smallpox eradication programme. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that, as had been explained by the representative 

of the Executive Board, at the time the proposed programme and budget estimates 

for 1967 as presented in Official Records No. 146 were prepared it had not been 

possible to take into account the increases in the salaries and allowances of 

stcf that became effective as from 1 January 1966. When it 

examined the estimates the Executive Board had noted that, in order to take those 

increases into account, the total amount of the effective working budget required 
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to implement, the programmes in Official Records No. 146 was.;$ 49 200 000, excluding 

the first -year costs of the smallpox eradication programme. In the light of its 

examination the Board had decided to recommend that provision be included in the 

ra,uler budget for the costs of that programme for 1967 ($ 2 4.15 000), thus giving 

an effective working budget of $ 51 615000. He was, of course, in full agreement 

with the Board's recommendation. 

311.0 1d the Nineteenth World Health Assembly decide to establish the effective 

working budget for 1965 at $ 51 515 000 (as recommended by the Executive Board in 

resolution EB37.R20 and adjusted to take account of the Assembly's decisioг' 

to delete the $ 100 COO for the Revolving Fund for Teaching and Laboratory Equipment 

and to include that item instead in the supplementary estimates for 1966), the 

budget level would show an increase of $ 7 033 200, or 15.81 per cent., over the 

corresponding level for 1966 including the supplementary estimates for that year. 

It would be noted that 4.04 per cent. of the increase was required to maintain 

the 1966 staff level and other continuing requirements; 3.67 per cent. to provide 

for some expansion of projects of assistance to governments; 3.45 per cent. for 

other items, including 2.02 per cent. for activities recommended by the Health 

Assembly; and 5.43 per cent. for the smallpox eradication programme. 

Tе difficulties facing the Director- General when proposing his budget arose 

from the constant effort to take into account the needs of different Member States> 

and still., to be reasonable. in proposing increases, in order to avoid overburdening' 

Members' finances. Irrespective of the size of budget that he would dare to present 

to the Health Assembly, the needs of the different Member States could never be 
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fully covered. WHO's work was only a small -part of international health 

activities as a whole: large sums were provided from other sources. Larger 

amounts than those contributed to WHO were given through bilateral assistance to 

governments. WHO tried to have available enough funds to help countries decide 

how to use to best advantage the whole amount of international funds on which they 

could draw. The developing countries needed hell-) from an international organization 

in deciding on-theirown p-iorities3 in preparing their own plans so that inter alia 

they would be able to make the wisest use of funds from all sources. The budget 

of WHO had to increase if it was to do justice to that task. 

When one looked at the various parts of the programme, it was clear that 

amounts on which an increase was being asked so that assistance could be given to 

governments were much less than the governments would wish to have. Having 

attended three regional committees in 1965, he was convinced that in no case did 

a government in any of those regions claim to need less help than it had previously 

had. The question was how best to use the very small sum which the Organization 

could provide. In regional committees there were serious discussions on the 

need for a different approach to expenditure, showing that it was not possible to 

see clearly in each case how the money could best be spent. 

Again, the World Health Assembly was interested in a series of new projects; 

at headquarters level, there was the intensified research programme, adopted in 

1959 when, as with other юrojects, it had been recommended that part of the 

activities should at first be financed from voluntary contributions. For the past 
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two years the Assembly had been discussing ways of establishing the research 

programme ох .a firmer basis, taking all possible advantage of the evolution of 

epidemiological knowledge and the application of mathematical sciences in biology 

and medicine; and in 1965 the Assembly had requested the Director- General to take 

the action necessary to develop t,1H0's research activities and services in epidemiology 

and communications science. He had accordingly done so. If the Organization was 

to take advantage of the new knowledge, it should not allow itself to be unduly 

influenced by events into making too modest financial provision for that programme. 

Similarly the. Health Assembly had asked him to do something about adverse drug 

reactions, and a modest proposal had been made as to how that should be financed. 

The amount was nothing compared with the sums needed to deal with the problems of 

developing countries, and work on adverse drug réactions had had to be developed 

in the form of a pilot project to find a way of attacking the problem and starting 

activities. The same applied to activities on the health aspects of world 

population a provision of 84 500 for that item was included in the 1967 budget 

estimates. 

Finally there was the smallpox eradication programme, which had been under 

discussion since 1958. That programme had originally been thought of as a three- 

to four -year undertaking. The Health Assembly was now being asked to consider 

its development in a ten -year programme. Previous experience, e.g. with malaria 

eradication, community water supply and medical research programmes, did not permit 

the Director -General to recommend that a long -term programme should be based on 

voluntary contributions. 
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Those were the main elements of the Organization's programme which, 

together with salary increases, made necessary the higher budget estimates which 

he himself was responsible for proposing. Furthermore, the normal evolution of. 

the Organization would require a continuous increase in the budget. The increase 

should be on a more modest basis than in the _present instance; but circumstances. 

this year made it necessary for the Director -General to request the Health Assembly 

to approve the budget as he had presented it, with the support of the Executive: 

Board. Any cuts in the measures proposed would mean cuts in services to 

Member States. It was in the next few years that the effort should be made to give 

more assistance to countries in solving their problems. In many cases the means 

were not available, and better organization was necessary to find better answers 

to the health problems of the countries of the world. His only wish was that 

the countries that could afford it should be prepared to pay, realizing that their 

sacrifice was proportionately not greater than the sacrifice of the developing 

countries, even though the latter paid more modest contributions. 

Mr SI,GEL, Assistant Director- General, said that the Secretariat was rea 

to provide additional information on the item under discussion as required. 

Two further documents might be of assistance. The first was document A19 /F&B /13, 

the first report of the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters to 

r 
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the Committee on Programme and Budget, concerning the availability of casual income. 

The latter Committee's attention was invited to the fact that the recommendation 

of the ,Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters, contained in the 

second paragraph of the document and concerning the use of casual income and other 

income available to help finance the 1967 budget included 100 000 more than 

the Board and the Director- General had been able to recommend at the time of the 

Board's thirty - seventh session. He also drew attention to paragraph 24 on 

page 86 of Official Records No. 149, where it was stated that a total of 1 325 200 

was proposed to finance the 1967 budget - 211 800 less than for 1966. However, 

the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal hatters considered that there 

was $ 100 000 available in casual income, and had recommended in document A19 /Р&B /l3 

that a total of ÿ; 1 425 200 be used to help finance the 1967 budget. 

The second document, A19/ &В /Wг /l, had been prepared by the Director- General 

to facilitate the discussion on the effective working budget and budget level for 

1967. Attached to that document was a draft resolution following the pattern of 

similar resolutions on the effective working budget and budget level for previous 

years. The figure recommended for insertion as the amount of the effective 

working budget for 1967 in paragraph 1 of that draft resolution was , 51 515 000, 

i.e. the original proposal made by the Director- General and the . xecutive Board - 

less „ 100 000, following the decision in plenary session to establish the Revolving 

Fund for Teaching and Laboratory Equipment in 1966, thus making it unnecessary to 

provide 100 000 for it in the 1967 estimates. 
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The figures that appeared in paragraph 3 of the draft resolution had been 

included in accordance with the recommendation of the Committee on Administration, 

Finance and Legal Hatters to use the sums indicated for financing the 1967 budget. 

The CIАIRîN invited the Committee to begin its discussion on the proposed 

programme and budget estimates for 1967. 

Professor AUJALEU (France) said that for several years his delegation 

had expressed its concern at the increases in the Organization's budget, re'зeatedly , 

maintaining that the budget should not increase faster than the average annual 

increase in the national revenue of the States that were its major 

contributors - between five and six per cent. The previous year, having 

originally opposed the ten per cent. increase in the budget estimates for 1966, 

the French delegation had finally approved it in view of the stage of the 

Organization's development and the vast health needs of the majority:of countries 

of the world. Whatever criteria were now used in calculating the increase in 

the estimates for 1967, it greatly exceeded any figure that the French delegation . 

could approve. 
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The first basic increase in the estimates raised the budget level by 

$ 5 068 200 -- some eleven per cent, more than in 1966. The second, due to the 

inclusion of the smallpox eradication programme under the regular budget, raised 

it to $ 51 615 000 (now reduced slightly by the transfer of $ 100 000 to the 

supplementary estimates for 1966). Thus, leaving aside the statutory increases in 

staff costs and сс раring only figures that were strictly comparable, the increase 

was around seventeen per cent. It was, of course, due essentially to the inclusion 

of the smallpox eradication programme in the regular budget, and to the provision 

for activities with which the Health Assembly had been in agreement, namely those 

connected with epidemiological research and communications science. No. -one could 

deny that those were useful activities; but what in the field of health was not 

useful? 

He had only three comments to make. First, no country could allow itself 

to carry out all the work it considered useful: even the richer countries had to 

Limit their expenditure, hence the need for long -term plans. Secondly, it would 

appear that insufficient attention had been paid to priorities in drawing up the 

Organization's programme. When an important new activity was started, it was 

essential to examine activities already being carried out, not only to prevent 

duplication but also to see where savings could be effected. Thirdly, it was 

al-r.ays possible to reduce expenditure - to make do with less - if, as now, it 

was absolutely necessary, But such a decision had nearly always to be imposed 

from outside. 
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The new activities the Organization must undertake could, he thought, be 

implemented gradually, over a period of years if necessary. As regards the 

smallpox eradication programme, he had been taken aback by the number of experts 

considered necessary, and by the proposal regarding virology laboratories: 

:Europe had eradicated smallpox without even knowing it was a virus disease: 

Moreover, economies could surely be made in other parts of the budget; the 

detailed discussion of the proposals would probably show where. At the present 

stage, he could only state that the French delegation was not prepared to vote 

for such a high budget level. If the Organization continued to ignore the 

warnings -which had been given for several years running, the number of discontented 

Members would increase. The Organization could not function properly without the 

full confidence of all its Member States. The French delegation therefore. formally 

proposed that the budget level should be reduced to $ 50 million. 

Dr PLOJHAR (Czechoslovakia) said that the Organization's budget was increasing 

at an alarming rate; despite the warnings of many Member States, it had reached a 

level practically beyond their means. If adopted, the 1967 budget would be more 

than seventeen per cent, higher than the 1966 budget which, in turn, was now more 

than twelve per cent, higher than for 1965. Increases of such magnitude could 

not be accepted. There was no denying the cogency of the Director -General's 

argument that the increases were attributable to the introduction of new activities 

into the Organization's programme. It seemed, however, that the time had come to 
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reflect on the manner in which the Health Assembly's recommendations were made. 

Often, they were adopted without being properly assessed and without sufficient 

attention being paid to the financial implications. Recommendations should not 

be adopted until the Secretariat had supplied the Assembly with full information 

regarding their practical and financial implications, even if that meant postponing 

adoption until the following session. 

The Director -General had full authority, within the framework of the 

Assembly's recommendations, to classify existing programmes and it was his duty 

to keep the budget within the limits acceptable to T'4ember countries by cutting 

down certain projects and, if necessary, terminating others. If that were done, 

the Assembly would be able to concentrate on the scientific evaluation of each 

activity proposed instead of spending time discussing figures. The qualitative 

as well as the quantitative value of the Organization's programme should be 

taken into account. 

In view of the size of the increase proposed, his delegation would be unable 

to vote in favour of the proposed programme and budget for 1967 as a whole. 

Dr JALLOUL (Lebanon) said that the Director -General could not possibly 

accomplish all the tasks he was given if he were not provided with sufficient 

funds. Unless existing health problems were tackled now the situation would 

deteriorate and the Organization would be faced with more complicated problems 

in the future. His delegation, therefore, supported the budget recommended by 

the Director -General and the Executive Lоаrд. 
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Dr ENGEL (Sweden) said that his delegation noted with satisfaction that the 

proportion of the budget based on voluntary contributions declined each year. 

His delegation had always advocated that activities based on voluntary contributions 

should be brought under the regular budget. At the plenary session he had 

commended the Director -General on the proposed research programme, saying that 

his Government was in complete agreement with the policy laid down. The budgetary 

allocation for the research programme was also very reassuring. He had been told 

that it would not be possible to use the whole of the amount allocated for the 

smallpox eradication programme. Was that true? 

His delegation hoped that the budget recommended by the Director- General and 

the Executive Board would not be reduced, if the effect of reduction would be to 

hamper the activities of the Organization. 

Dr JURICIC TUЁINA (Chile) said that the increase for salaries of "staff resulted 

from a United Nations General Assembly resolution, which it would be difficult 

not to accept. An increase of some $ 1 600 000 was for an extension of the 

programme, and was reasonable and modest, given the extent of the Organization's 

work. A further increase of $ 700 000 was intended for research programmes. 

An amount of approximately $ 2 400 000 had been allocated for the smallpox 

programme, Analysis of that figure showed that the amount of the contribution 

that would be required from countries free from the disease was only a small 

fraction of the sums they spent on maintaining immunity and preventing the 
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intrоdüetion of smallpox; and that the. contributions to be paid by countries 

where the disease was endemic were a very small fraction of the ámounts they had 

to s ' on epideuйiological problems and medical care. Postponment of the 

programme would mean that countries that were free from the disease would have 

to ontinue spending large sums on low priority programmes, when the same money 

could be spent on urgent projects that would benefit the poorer countries. For 

those reasons_, the Chilean delegation was in favour of the budget recommended by 

the Director -General. 

Dr IVERSEN (Norway) said his delegation would vote in favour of the budget 

ceiling recommended by the Director -General and the Executive Board. The 

Organization should be prevented from offering assistance only if there was a 

lack of skilled personnel and equipment: lack of money should not be advanced 

as an argument for curtailing its work. It had been said that WHO could not 

carry out the smallpox eradication programme; if that were true the Director - 

General would have said so. 

The proposed budget increase would impose a heavy burden on the national 

budgets of some countries, particularly the developing countries. It should be 

recognized, however, that poor health was often the cause of poverty. One of 

the ways of narrowing the gap between the developed and the developing countries 

was to improve the health, and thereby the capacity for work and the standards 

of living, of the latter.. The budget ceiling proposed might seem high, but it 

was modest when compared with the amounts countries spent on projects of a 

destructive nature. 
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Dr BENGHEZAL (Algeria) said that the problems facing most of the countries 

which had attained independence during the twenty years of WНO's existence were 

completely different from those facing developed countries. The developing 

countries were often advised to put their national budgets to the best possible 

use: in the opinion of those countries, however, the Organization itself did not 

always make the most effective use of its budget. For instance, the staff of 

WHO was too large. Developing countries were interested mainly in the training 

of local staff, who were in a better position than visiting experts to solve their 

country's public health problems. They hoped therefore that the Organization's 

budget - and they were not in principle opposed to an increase in that budget - 

would be used to the best effect, namely, on the training of staff and the supply 

of equipment. 

Dr GERIO (Yugoslavia) said that for several years his Government had voted 

in favour of the budget proposed by the Director -General. The programme proposed 

for 1967 was very well planned and included priority problems. Although planned 

in the traditional manner, it included three items which called for particular 

attention: the increase in staff salaries; the smallpox eradication programme, 

if included under the regular budget; and the extension of WHO's activities in 

research. 

It was very difficult to decide which, if any, of the items proposed could be 

reduced. The prógráriimё did however impose a heavy burden on Member countries, 

particularly those faced with financial difficulties. As the head of his 
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delegation had said in the general discussion the budget would have to increase if 

the Organization was to make progress. But along with that increase, there should 

also be an improvement in the working methods of the Organization. His delegation 

was convinced that the Organization contained reserves that were not sufficiently 

exploited. The number of the administrative staff increased from year to year 

without any attempt being made to improve the efficiency of that staff. There 

was often duplication of work, and some of the duty travel was not always necessary. 

In supporting the general lines of the programme, his delegation felt that appropriate 

solutions had to be found, bearing in mind the resources of countries and the need 

to develop WHO. It would surely be possible to find a compromise solution that 

would keep the budget within limits acceptable to Member countries. 

Dr GONZALEZ (Venezuela) said that, although his country was not one of the 

major contributors to the Organization, it was nevertheless concerned by the 

constant increases in the budget, particularly those which had occurred in the 

previous two years. He did not wih to discuss the technical aspects of the 

problem or to raise objections to the programme, which was a good one; but for a 

health administration, however, what was most important was, not the ideal, but 

the feasible. The Director -General had spoken of needs, but the lack of 

available resources should not be overlooked. Priorities had to be observed in 

health work, and there should be budget priorities as well. 
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He wondered whether the proposed research in epidemiology and communications 

science would not duplicate work already being done. In that connexion he 

considered that a sum smaller than $ 500 000 might be appropriated in the budget 

for 1967; in line with what the delegate of Czechoslovakia had said, the 

resolution on the subject adopted at the Eighteenth Assembly might perhaps be 

reviewed. Moreover, was it really necessary to allocate some $ 2 400 000 to the 

smallpox eradication programme? 

His delegation would be unable to vote in favour of the budget recommended 

by the Director -General. 

r IМАМ (United Arab Republic) reminded the meeting that the eradication of 

communicable diseases, such as smallpox and cholera, from the developing countries 

would benefit the world as a whole. The Organization should however concentrate 

its efforts on supplying equipment and training local staff. Money invested in 

eradication programmes would bring good returns. The proposed research prógгашхe 

would help the developing countries also in solving their public health problems: 

His delegation therefore supported the budget proposed by the Director -General. 

Dr MONTALUAN (Ecuador)., referring to the importance developing countries 

attached to the smallpox eradication.programme, said Yee endorsed the statement of 

the Chilean delegate. The programme was important not only to countries which 

suffered from the disease but also to those countries, such as Columbia and Peru, 

which, having eradicated the disease, had to continue intensive vaccination 

programmes to prevent its re- introduction. 
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He emphasized the impÓrtance of assisting developing countries and said that 

the budgetary increase proposed was appropriate and would enable those countries 

to meet their needs. The task of reviewing expenditure should be postponed until 

a later date and the budget recommended by the Director -General accepted. 

Dr PERERA (Ceylon) congratulated the Director -General on the programme he 

had propcsed. for 1967. Ceylon was a developing country and needed all the 

assistance it could obtain. The smallpox eradication programme was long overdue 

and would benefit developed as well as developing countries. His country therefore 

supported the budget recommended by the Director -General. 

Dr RAQUE (Pakistan) said that in some respects he regarded the Director- 

General's programme as too modest. There had been talk of priorities: in times 

of great need, countries did not know the meaning of the word priority. Recently, 

Iran had spent $ 10 OCO 000 on combating cholera, and the United Kingdom and 

Sweden had spent considerable sums on combating smallpox. 

A thorough examination had not been made of the number of administrative staff 

of the Organization; reductions might be possible, but his delegation had full 

confidence in the Director -General and the members of the Executive Board who had 

made a careful study of the proposed budget. 
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Compared with their resources, the contributions of the developing countries 

to the Organization's budget were very high. The smallpox eradication programme 

amounted to $ 180 000 000 over a ten -year programme, of which some $ 48 000 000 

woull come from bilateral and multilateral assistance, including the regular 

budget. That meant that the developing countries would have to raise some 

$ 130 000 000 in ten years. Knowing that countries free from smallpox spent 

$ 70 000 000 a year on protecting themselves from the disease, he was disappointed 

to hear the Director- General say that voluntary contributions for the eradication 

prczrammо were very small. A voluntary contribution of even a small part of 

those $ 70 000 000 would greatly assist developing countries. 

WHO was a catalyst, and the developing countries had started making their 

own contributions in a small way. Pakistan, for instance, was already training 

250 medical students from other developing countries, and it contributed smallpox 

and cholera vaccine for its neighbours' programmes. The burden placed on the 

devоped countries would therefore begin to decline in the coming years. 

• He would reserve his judgment on the budget ceiling until other delegates 

had spoken. Increased voluntary contributions might make it possible to reduce 

the budget; but even if those contributions were not forthcoming he would prefer 

to ask the Director-.General to reduce the budget and if necessary submit 

supplementary estimates. He would not, however, ask him to delete any item from 

his proposed programme. 
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Dr FELKAI;_(Hungary) said that the 1967 budget showed a notable development 

over those for the two previous years. WHO, was carrying out the tasks expected 

of it. But although the WHO programme attempted to define them by means of 

scientific analysis, the way in which those tasks were executed was often 

unsatisfactory. The main objectives such as the eradication of malaria and 

smallpox were well established, but their execution was often delayed. 

'An examination of WHO programmes showed that, for 1967, approximately 

$ 29 000 000 had been allocated for field activities and that that sum, leaving 

aside the research work, was distributed among more than twenty groups of 

activities. When it was considered that under each of those groups, services 

were given to a considerable number of the 125 Member States, it would be seen 

that each country's share was very small. The cause of the partial failure in 

the execution of the tasks included in WHO's programme was due to excessive 

fragmentation of the funds available. At world level, there was still much to 

be done in the field of health, where needs and requirements were increasing with 

10 the rapid development of general culture. In the opinion of his delegation, WHO 

should select the most essential tasks and concentrate available funds on them. 

WHO activities were determined not by the overall health needs of the peoples of 

the world but by the financial means at its disposal; in order to use those 
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means to the best possible advantage, it should co- ordinate its activities with 

those of the United Nations and the specialized agencies, and should also 

endeavour to co- operate more closely with the health services in each country. 

His delegation was of the opinion therefore that WHO should not aim at having 

its own research institutes but should have the work carried out through existing 

national research bodies. The application of that principle, while increasing 

the effectiveness of programmes, would obviate the need for yearly increases in 

the budget. His delegation had difficulty in accepting the seventeen per cent. 

increase for 1967. 

Referring to the 1965 figures, he said that excessive amounts were being 

allocated to administrative and staff expenses. Ways would have to be found of 

increasing the efficiency of the Organization while reducing administrative and 

staff expenses. Such a reduction would enable WHO to provide greater assistance 

to the public health services of the developing countries. On behalf of the 

Hungarian delegation he proposed that (1) the annual increase in the ordinary 

budget should not exceed four to five per cent-,, which was proportionate with the 

increase in national income in the majority of countries; (2) the malaria 

eradication programme should be planned for the following year only, not for ten 

years; and (З) a part of each country's contribution to the smallpox programme 

should be payable in vaccine. The object of his proposals was to enable WHO to 
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give the greatest possible ass јѕtагюё with the resources at its disposal. 

hoped his proposals would gain the support of Member countries and of the 

Secretariat. 

Dr AL -AKTA (Syria) said he fully agreed with the Director -General that any 

decrease in the budget would affect WHO's activities, particularly the smallpox 

eradication programme. That programme would benefit both developed and 

developing countries: delegates should remember that smallpox had recently 

occurred in the United Kingdom and other economically developed countries. His 

delegation fully approved the budget proposed by the Director -General. 

Dr RAO (India) said that his delegation would give its full support to the 

Director- General's proposals. It has noted that stress was being laid on the 

control and f inal elimination of the major communicable diseases, research 

activities, development of rural health services, education and training, and 

improvement of public health administration. 

To meet the estimated cost of the programme, the Director -General had 

proposed an effective working budget of $ 47 242 000, representing an increase 

of $ 4 800 000, or 11.31 per cent., over the approved level for 1966. From 

Appendix 1 of the Notes on the Presentation of the Programme and Budget (page XXXцII 

of Official Records No. 146), it would be seen that $ 1 599 194, or almost one- 

third of the increase of $ 4'800 000, was required to meet the increased'cost of 
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maintaining the 1966 staff level and other continuing requirements; and that 

s 1 605 375, or slightly more than one -third, would be used to allow a modest 

increase in project activities requested by governments. Other important items 

which had led to the increase - most of them based on specific resolutions of the 

World Health Assembly - were medical research, research in epidemiology and 

communications science, monitoring of adverse reactions to drugs, health aspects 

of world population, smallpox eradication, and partial strengthening of established 

services at headquarters and regional offices, which together amounted to a sum 

of $ 1 595 3l. 

During the thirty- seventh session of the Executive Board several points had 

been stressed as having an important effect on the budget. The first was the 

introduction of the new salary scales and allowances, which alone would increase 

the proposed budget estimates by $ 1 958 000. It was unfortunate that that 

increased commitment came at the same time as the first year of the proposed 

smallpox eradication operation, the cost of which was estimated at $ 2 415 000, 

bringing the effective working budget for 1967 to 16.95 pe/ cent, above the 1966 

level. 

Resolution WHA18.38 on the subject of smallpox eradication was quite specific. 

It requested the Director- General 

"to seek anew the necessary financial and other resources 

required to achieve world -wide smallpox eradication with 

special reference to resources that might be made available 

through voluntary contributions and bilateral programmes, 

as well as through programmes such as those of UNICEF and 

the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance; and 
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. . to make available the increased amount of technical 

guidance and advisory services necessary to accelerate the 
programme as well as to assist countries in obtaining the 
necessary vaccine, transport and other equipment ". 

The Director- General had stressed that without a greatly intensified and 

well co- ordinated effort with substantial resources global eradication could not 

be a realistic goal in the foreseeable future, and in such circumstances the 

implementation of the ten -year programme was essential. He had further pointed 

10 out that many countries had decided to provide bilateral assistance only on the 

clear understanding and assurance that WHO would collaborate fully in developing 

the necessary co- ordination mechanism. An increase in the budget for that 

purpose would prove of benefit to both developing and developed countries. 

He wished to make a special plea for the developing countries. If they 

had to spend money on smallpox eradication it would cost them seventy -eight dollars 

for every dollar provided from the WHO budget. A possible solution would be to 

give incentives to those countries where the disease was endemic and which were 

carrying out an eradication programme by excluding them from the list of countries 

to be assessed in respect of the costs of the programme, as had been done in the 

case of malaria eradication, when countries carrying out a programme had received 

a percentage credit against the assessment for that portion of the regular budget 

that was related to malaria eradication, on a sliding scale over three years. 

ј 
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Professor PESONEN (Finland) said that his delegation clearly understood the 

immense difficulties of Member countries and their health administrators with 

regard to the implementation of their national health programmes for the welfare 

of their people. Ёis Government was of the opinion that a very considerable 

aьΡnount of national income should be devoted to health services, as the best 

guarantee for economic and cultural development. 

The delegation of Finland considered that the amount of funds that it was 

proposed to devote to research`in 1967 was rather modest. The real progress 

of the Organization's work depended on achievements in research in medicine and 

applied sciences, 

His delegation supported the proposed programme and budget estimates, on 

the assumption that the answer to the question put to the Secretariat by the 

delegate of Sweden concerning the practical possibilities of using the amount 

of $ 2 4F15 000 for smallpox eradication was in the affirmative. 

Dr HAМZА (Sudan) congratulated the Chairman and his officers on their 

election. 

It was disappointing that the heartening note struck by the Director- General's 

introduction had not been upheld by subsequent speakers. It was well recognized 

that health problems, especially in the field of communicable diseases, had no 

frontiers, and the Organization's Constitution was based on that principle. 

It would be regrettable if some countries that had hitherto been generous 

supporters were to back out now. He тoulд point out that for every dollar paid 

by the Organization in communicable disease programmes the countries concerned had 
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to furnish ten to twelve dollars-. As old problems were receding new ones were 

imposing themselves. The time had come when even greater effort should be made 

to free the world from smallpox -, cholera and other communicable diseases. 

His delegation, considering that throughout the years the Director-General 

had used the funds available in the most satisfactory and appropriate manner, would 

support the budget ceiling as submitted. 

Dr OLGUfN (Argentina) emphasized the grave responsibility of all delegations. 

with regard to approval of the budget estimates, which were fundamental to all 

programmes and formed the very basis of the work of the Organization. The 

proposals contained in Official Records Nos. 146 and 149 were the result of 

considered, serious and well -thought -out work by the Secretariat and the Executive 

Board. The difficulty lay in the fact that, while all countries were in agreement 

with the criteria on which those proposals were based, they had not the means of 

financing the work proposed. Faced with that dilemma, his delegation had stated 

on several occasions that the only solution was to set up priorities, and to take 

all possible steps towards administrative rationalization in order to keep the 

budget level from rising too steeply. Such a system of. priorities. and admini- 

strative rationalization had already been taken into account in the study made 

by the Director -General and the Executive 3oard, but, in spite of the importance 

of the programmes to be carried out, he considered that the budget level should 

be lower than that proposed to the Health Assembly. 
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Dr LAYTON (Canada) congratulated the Director -General and his staff on the 

preparation of the programme and budget estimates. 

The proposals contained in Official Records No. 146 had, on their arrival in 

December 1965, been greeted by his Government with a positive reaction and 

admiration for the way in which the Director- General had taken into account all 

the needs and the requests made by the Eighteenth World Health Assembly. Since 

then, however, his Government had had reason to modify its attitude as an outcome 

of the additional recommendations made by the Director -General and by the Executive 

Board at its thirty -seventh session. 

The figure of $ 51.6 million proposed as the budget ceiling in Official 

Records No. 149 had caused his delegation some concern, involving as it did 

additional and quite substantial items. One of them - the increases in salaries 

and allowances as recommended by the International Civil Service Advisory Board and 

amounting to almost $ 2 000 000 - could not be questioned since it came within the 

United Nations system of payments. 

There were, however, two other aspects that caused concern. The first was 

the effect on Members - and particularly the developing countries - whose assessments 

would be increased substantially, and whose resources were limited. Secondly, his 

delegation had some reservations as to whether it would be possible to implement 

effectively a programme such as smallpox eradication and use the funds proposed 

with commensurate returns, especially during the first year of operation. In that 

connexion it was mindful in particular of the fact that for every dollar spent by 

the Organization a much larger sum would have to be expended by the country in 

which the programme was carried out. The ultimate goal of the programme would be 

better served by a slower start during the first year or so - which would be the 

critical period - to place the programme on a sound and more manageable basis. 
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It was his Government's firm conviction that, in the interest of the 

constructive and effective progress of the Organization and its total programme, 

there should be a fairly substantial reduction of the budgetary ceiling that was 

proposed in resolution ЕВ37.R2O. His delegation was confident that the Director - 

General would find a solution to the problem. It should, however, be one that 

would not do violence to his continuing programme. He would therefore invite the 

Director -General to consider and suggest specific areas in which, in his judgement, 

reductions could be effected within the general framework of the proposed programme 

and budget estimates for 1967. 

Dr HIJAZI (Jordan) congratulated the Director -General and his staff on the 

presentation of the programme and budget estimates. After study, his 

delegation was pleased to be able to give them its support. 

Professor VANNUGLI (Italy) reminded the Committee that the question of the 

growth of the Organization's budget had been of concern not only to a large number 

I/ of the delegations present, but also to the parent Organization - the United Nations. 

In that connexion he drew attention to Official Records No. 148, Annex 20, 

Appendix 2, which reproduced the text of a resolution adopted by the General 

Assembly of the United Nations, establishing an ad hoc committee of experts, on 

which the Director -General had already reported. The third paragraph of the 

preamble to that resolution stated that the General Assembly was competent: 
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". . . to carry out an over -all examination of the budgets of the 

United Nations and the agencies, with particular reference to: 

(b) Means of ensuring that the activities cf the United Nations and 

the agencies brought into relacion:;hip with it under Articles 57 and 

63 of the Сhartег are pursued in the isost effective and economical 
manner, with the greatest Гega-rй to develop�tlent needs and the costs 

that Member States have to bear as a result of these activities. 

It would be seen that account was there taken of the needs for development - and it 

could not be denied that there were deveJop�юnt needs - of the specialized agencies, 

and of the costs to Member States. The time had come to take those activities 

into account and to attempt to give effect to the resolution of the United Nations. 

Finally, the resolution called for economy, and he would express a similar 

wish, The Committee considered the Organization's budget each year in isolation, 

but nowadays planning -way often spoken of in the health field, as well as in other 

sectors. Observing the rate of growth of the budget over the - years, it would be 

seen that, although there had been very short periods of moderate growth, the 

curve was very irregular. Members called upon the Organization for advice on 

their programmes of health planning, and had learnt that any long -term planning 

programme must take i_�tc account economic development and resources. The programme 

before the Committee covered a given period of time, but information was not given 

on its financial repercussions; any programme conceived in that manner was rather 

unrealistic in failing to take into account the effective possibility of applying it. 

The t :;�e had come to carry out an operational or financial study to enable 

Member States to know in advance what might be xpected, say, in five years, 

without involving in any way future Health Assemblies, each of which was of course 
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autonomous and able to take any decision. The Organization was in process of 

embarking upon new activities; it was known what they would involve for the first 

few years, but not for the more distant future. 

The rate of growth of the budget had been assessed in different ways; it had 

been said that, taking the effective working budget for 1966 with the inclusion 

of the supplementary estimates, it was approximately seventeen percent. 'The two 

values were not, however, comparable, since it was not known what the supplementary 

estimates for 1967 would be. 

His delegation had no wish to take an extreme position, and would be ready 

to help to find a compromise solution. It did not think in terms of a large 

reduction in the budget, but of keeping its growth within reasonable limits. It 

hoped that a solution in those terms could be found, and associated itself with 

the point made by the delegate of Canada. 

Dr ESPAILLAT (Dominican FepuЫie)_ supported the budget estimates submitted 

by the Director -General and the Executive Board, and said that, although any 

increase_in the budget called for a sacrifice on the part of developing countries, 

such sacrifice was worth while. He expressed his country's interest in 

receiving assistance with its smallpox vaccination programme. 'The Dominican 

Republic had had no cases of smallpox since 1921, but the low index of protection 

of the population constituted a great danger, and it rчs necessary to apply 

preventive measures. 

Dr FLEURY (Switzerland) said that his delegation had noted with interest the 

programme and budget estimates for 1967 as recommended by the Executive Board, and 

wished to thank the Director- General for his convincing presentation. His 
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Government shared the desire. expressed for a reduction in the rate of growth of 

the budget, but considered that it should not be allowed to lead to a decrease in 

efficiency. 

Switzerland approved the incorporation of the smallpox eradication programme 

into the regular budget, and agreed that it would be wise to extend the programme 

over a period of ten years. To guarantee the best chance of success to the 

programme,. his Government would approve the increase of $ 2 400 000 that it would 

involve for the 1967 budget. There was little point in the Assembly's giving 

the Organization an increasing number of important tasks to do, while denying it 

the means of carrying them out. 

Dr ALAN (Turkey) associated himself with previous speakers in congratulating 

the Director -General and his staff on the excellent work that had gone into the 

preparation of the programme and budget estimates for 1967. He also thanked the 

Exeeutve Board for its careful examination. 

It would be seen from the records of previous Health Assemblies that the 

Turkish delegation had always supported a moderate increase in the Organization's 

budget and had always voted in favour of the budget presented by the Director -General. 

It could not, however, support the one at present before the Committee for the 

reasons already advanced by the delegations of France, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, 

Venezuela, Canada and others. The Director -General, as a good administrator, had 

eloquently and courageously defended his budget. That was right and proper, and 

he wished to congratulate him sincerely. He had only done what delegates 

themeolves as administrators in public health did in their own countries. But 

although they prepared and defended their budgets, they did not always get what 

they asked, because the resources of their countries were insufficient. 
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The level of the Organization's budget had reached a stage at which many 

Members were no longer able to bear the burden that would be placed upon them. 

For his own country it had reached a point when it would no longer be able to 

meet its contribution, le reserved his right, however, as had other delegations, 

to make a subsequent statement on the budget level. 

Sir George GODBEF (United Kingdom) said that any health organization would 

always be seeking more money because there would always be more that it could do. 

WHO was, however, one of several health organizations and it could not get all 

the funds available. The delegate of France had stated grounds for unease as to 

the rate of budgetary increase, which would mean that assessments in 1967 would be 

about one- quarter greater than in 1966. Three main items contributed to the rise: 

increases in staff costs; smallpox eradication; and research, for which the 

increase was the most modest of the three. His delegation felt, however, that the 

level proposed would give the research programme a reasonable beginning and that 

inflation in the future would be unnea ̂ssary. 

The delegate of the United Republic of Tanzania had said that funds could not 

be devoted to a major programme, such as the malaria eradication programme, without 

weakening other basic and necessary health services. In the case of smallpox, it 

would be useless to launch out into vast vaccination campaigns unless there were 

sufficient basic health services in each area to ensure that everyone was reached 

and that the campaigns were followed through. The smallpox eradication programme 

should therefore be started more slowly, not merely for financial reasons but to 

ensure that it would be effective. The savings which would result from the 

programme would not be apparent for a number of years to come. 
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In his view, a reasonable compromise would be for the smallpox eradication 

programme to start at a figure about $ 1 000 000 below the figure put forward by 

the Director -General, that was to say, at about three- fifths of the proposed level. 

It might mean that the programme would start on a regional basis, but there should 

not in any case be an attempt to rush forward on the whole front. The financing 

of the Revolving Fund for Teaching and Laboratory Equipment for Medical Education 

and Training from casual income would result in a saving of $ 100 000 in the 1967 

budget; and it would seem that a. number of smaller savings would be possible, 

amounting to perhaps another $ 100 000. His delegation felt, therefore, that 

the budgetary ceiling should be lowered by about $ 1.2 million. 

Mr TURBANSКI (Poland) said that at the Eighteenth World Health Assembly his 

delegation had, although not entirely satisfied with the rate of growth, voted for 

the budget in the hope that it indicated a step in the right direction by the 

Director- General. That hope had unfortunately not been realized. The general 

concern of his country in regard to the budget and the rate of growth had been 

expressed during the general debate. His delegation fully shared the views of 

those who had stated that they were not in a position to support the budget ceiling 

proposed by the Director -General. It also supported the suggestion by the delegate 

of Czechoslovakia that serious consideration should be given by the Director -General 

and the Executive Board, to the examination and revision of the procedure for the 

adoption of programmes, so that situations such as the one which had arisen 

might be avoided. 

Mr BARAHONA LOPEZ (Honduras) said that his delegation gave its full support 

to the budget and to the smallpox eradication programme. Although there had been 

no case of smallpox in Honduras for forty years, he had been struck by the 
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statistics for the disease given by delegates from neighbouring countries - 

statistics which might not appear so alarming on paper as they did when they were 

heard from members of the Committee. The smallpox eradication programme should be 

approved so that countries could receive the necessary support. 

His delegation had every confidence in the Director -General and his 

collaborators, and was sure that they had worked out the programme fairly and 

scientifically. If the Director -General felt that he could not make any further 

effort to establish priorities within his programme, his budget proposals must 

be accepted. 

Dr ВА (Senegal) said that the embarrassment which he sometimes felt in speaking 

about the budget, in view of the comparatively low assessment of his country, soon 

vanished when he considered that the Organization existed for the good of all 

nations, and that if danger threatened one Member it threatened all. Each Member 

was asked for what it could give and requested what it needed, and the needs of 

Senegal were immense. In December 1965 an epidemic of yellow fever there had 

caused alarm in all the countries of the world. The Government had succeeded 

in confining the epidemic to Senegal at the price of great national efforts which 

would, however, have been inadequate without the valuable international aid which 

it had received. And, had the epidemic spread to other countries, the cost to 

them would have been considerable. A similar situation existed in connexion 

with smallpox. 

The budget increase reflected to a great extent the demands of the World 

Health AssemЫy, which had asked the Director-General to take action in certain 

fields; 'and- to do that, he had to 'have the financial means at his disposal. 
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Certain delegates had spoken of priorities. In his opinion, smallpox was a 

priority item, and so also was research, which was necessary for the proper 

execution of programmes. It was impossible to make a choice between research 

and the smallpox eradication programme and to decide in which area cuts could be 

made. His delegation would, therefore, support the budget as it had been 

presented. 

Dr AL WAHBI (Iraq) said that his delegation had expressed its concern at the 

sixth plenary meeting at the increase in the budget and the direction of those 

increases. It still believed in the normal healthy growth of the Organization, but 

a comparison with WHO's first budget showed that there had been a ten -fold increase. 

Although there should be growth at the initial stages of any organization, 1967 

seemed to be a critical year for WHO. There had not previously been such a high 

percentage increase, although it was true that a large part of that increase had been 

necessitated by decisions of the United Nations regarding staff salaries and 

allowances. He was confident that the Director- General would do his best to help 

Member States by attempting to reduce the budgetary ceiling without detriment to 

the programme of the Organization. Some reduction might be made in travel costs, 

which represented more than ten per cent, of the proposed budget. Although it was 

a sound principle that the staff should travel, and some travel eosts, were 

absolutely necessary, he considered that the Director -General might make cuts in 

the allocations for duty travel of staff and travel of short -term consultants. 

Small economies made here and there could add up to a considerable sum. For 

example, the establishment of certain new posts, such as those proposed under 

Gerontology and Chronic Non-communicable Diseases, referred to in Official Records 

No. 146, page 78. Some $ 35 000 might be saved by that means. However, his 
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delegation would not consider any reduction in programme activities, and in 

particular did not wish the smallpox eradication programme to be delayed. 

The delegate of Italy had said that it was time for the Organization to 

evaluate its activities. That point had been brought up at the thirty -third 

session of the Executive Board by the member designated by Japan, who had suggested 

that an expert body should be set up for the purpose of evaluation. At that time, 

the Executive Board had felt that such a study should be deferred until completion 

10 of its own organizational study, but he hoped that the Director -General would give 

consideration to the matter. 

ј 

Professor FERREIRA (Brazil) said that there seemed to be general agreement 

that the rate of increase of WHO's budget should be more gradual. It should not 

be forgotten, however, that the sum requested by the Director -General was 

conditioned by the need for implementing programmes that had been debated by the 

Committee. The percentage scale of assessment showed that 111 countries contributed 

less than one per cent., eight between one and five per cent, and only five more than 

five per cent, of the annual budget. The budget ceiling proposed by the Director - 

General would not entail any great financial strain on any of the contributing 

countries. Small savings were possible but his delegation felt that the Assembly 

could rely on the Director- General to use his own discretion and that his proposal 

should be adopted. 

Dr AL-AWADI (Kuwait), after congratulating the Director -General for his 

presentation of the budget, said that in view of the fact that the Organization 

was growing, an increase was natural. It was vital for the Organization to 
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keep pace with world developments. It was taking positive action in a number 

of important fields and for that reason his delegation supported the budget level 

proposed by the Director- General and considered that it could be left to him to 

make savings where possible. 

Dr STEWART (United States of America) joined other delegations in 

congratulating the Director -General for his presentation of the budget document. 

As an addition, the Executive Board had recommended the inclusion of a sum of 

money for the first year of the smallpox eradication programme, which meant in all 

a seventeen per cent, increase over the budget for 1966. That increase was the 

highest that had occurred for several years and would place a heavy burden on 

very many countries. His delegation agreed that provision for the smallpox 

eradication programme should be made in the budget for 1967; it did not question 

the wisdom or advisability of the programme but merely recommended a slower start 

which, in its opinion, would result in a better programme. Furthermore, savings 

could be found even in the soundest of budgets and, for that reason, his delegation 

proposed a compromise, namely that the budget ceiling be fixed at $ 50.4 million 

which would be consistent with the requirements of the over -all programme. Within 

that ceiling the sum of $ 1.4 million could be set aside for the smallpox 

eradication programme. 

Dr STRALAU (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Government was concerned 

at the alarming rate of increase in the size of its annual budgets. Since it felt 

that a small reduction of about two per cent, would not prevent the Organization 

from carrying out its tasks satisfactorily, it supported the proposals of the 

delegates of the United Kingdom and of the United States of America. 
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Mr HOOGWATER (Netherlands) said that, although US$ 51 515 000 might seem 

to be a large sum for WHO's 1967 budget, it was not so in reality when compared 

with the many tasks which the Organization was required to fulfil. The 

Netherlands delegation fully agreed with the remarks made by the delegation of 

Pakistan regarding priorities. Each Member State should ensure that their 

country's contribution to WHO was not neglected. However, increases in WHO's 

budget should be gradual and, in that respect, his delegation supported the views 

expressed by the United Kingdom delegation. It should be possible to effect 

reductions without prejudice to the efficiency of the Organization. 

Professor GOOSSENS (Belgium) supported the United Kingdom proposal which, in 

his opinion, offered an excellent compromise to the two divergent views expressed 

in the Committee. With regard to the Organization's future programme, he agreed 

with the delegate of Czechoslovakia that, henceforth, the costs of any new task 

entrusted to the Director -General should be assessed in advance. 

Dr NOVGORODCEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the decision 

that the budget ceiling should be fixed before the detailed review of the operating 

programme was undertaken had been a wise one, for it enabled the Committee to 

appraise the various items in relation to the budget and to draw its conclusions 

in the light of the proposals made by the various speakers. The Director -General, 

who had presented a very detailed and well- prepared report on his proposals for 

1967, could, perhaps, again review them, taking account of all the comments, and 

submit additional proposals. 

He agreed with most of the speakers. The Organization's budget was growing 

very fast and in that respect was very different from national budgets. A 

number of delegates had referred to the necessity for reviewing the attitude to 
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budgetary increases and the conclusions of the United Nations Committee of 

Experts had been recalled in that connexion. WHO's budget should not be 

allowed to grоw so fast. Even in the developed countries national health budgets 

did not increase as rapidly as WHO's budget, for there were not enough funds 

available for the needs of the national health services. Lack of funds even 

prevented some developed countries, that did not have a national health service, 

from creating one. Moreover, some countries had currency problems, due to t7r.c.e 

restrictions; and countries without gold reserves had to pay in convertible 

currencies, which added to their difficulties. What some might regard as a 

relatively small increase could place an unbearable burden on them.. Moreover, 

countries were also members of other international organizations, their 

contributions to which were increasing. . 

The developed countries were also providing bilateral aid in the health field, 

including aid for smallpox eradication, and he agreed_with...the delegates who had 

stated that it would be better to start the smallpox eradication programme 

gradually, so as to avoid the mistakes made with the malaria eradication 

programme. He was persuaded that WHO had not yet discussed with governments 

whether they were prepared to assume the additional cost of the smallpox 

eradication programme. But unless their agreement was secured, there was 

no guarantee that the proposed $ 2 million would be put to the best use. 

statement of the delegate of Czechoslovakia that WHO should not be too hasty should 

be borne in mind. It was better to start on a sound basis with less, but with a 

considerably greater return. 
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He also agreed with the delegate of Iraq that savings could be made on 

the Organization's activities. That delegate had mentioned duty travel, but 

there were also other expenses that could be reduced. For instance, in the 

proposed programme and budget estimates for 1967 new units were proposed which would 

more or less duplicate the work of the epidemiological and statistical units. 

The Assistant Director- General had informed the Committee on Administration, 

Finance and Legal Matters that the new equipment would improve the Organization's 

work; that was so, but he saw no urgency for setting up the unit that would 

operate it, for its impact was unlikely to be felt for some two years. 

He thought that if the Director- General and the Assistant Director- General 

would go through the budget once more they would find it possible to submit 

constructive supplementary proposals in the light of the comments made in the 

Committee. He shared the concern of the majority of delegates at the rate of 

growth of the budget. It would hardly be possible for his delegation to vote 

for the budget as presented by the Director -General. 

The meeting rose at 6.35 p. m. 
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Page 13, thirteenth line 

delete Dr GERIC (Yugoslavia) 

insert Professor GERIC (Yugoslavia) 

Page 24, fourth line from bottom 

delete malaria 

insert smallpox 


